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PHP and MySQL are quickly becoming the
de facto standard for rapid development of
dynamic, database-driven web sites. This
book is perfect for newcomers to
programming as well as hobbyists who are
intimidated by harder-to-follow books.
With concepts explained in plain English,
the new edition starts with the basics of the
PHP language, and explains how to work
with MySQL, the popular open source
database. You then learn how to put the
two together to generate dynamic content.If
you come from a web design or graphics
design background and know your way
around HTML, Learning PHP & MySQL
is the book youve been looking for. The
content includes:PHP basics such as strings
and arrays, and pattern matchingA detailed
discussion of the variances in different
PHP versionsMySQL data fundamentals
like tables and statementsInformation on
SQL data access for languageA new
chapter on XHTMLError handling,
security, HTTP authentication, and
moreLearning PHP & MySQL explains
everything from fundamental concepts to
the nuts and bolts of performing specific
tasks. As part of OReillys bestselling
Learning series, the book is an easy-to-use
resource
designed
specifically
for
beginners. Its a launching pad for future
learning, providing you with a solid
foundation
for
more
advanced
development.

Build interactive, data-driven websites with the potent combination of CSS & HTML5: A Step-by-Step Guide to
Creating Dynamic Websites. Learning PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, and CSS: A Step-by-Step Guide to will quickly learn
how to build interactive and data-driven websites.If you know HTML, this guide will have you building interactive
websites quickly. Youll learn how to create responsive, data-driven websites with PHP, MySQL,If you know HTML,
this guide will have you building interactive websites quickly. Youll learn how to create responsive, data-driven
websites with PHP, MySQL,Learn how to build interactive, data-driven websites-even if you dont have any previous
programming experience. If you know how to build static sites with - 9 min - Uploaded by My Smart SupportThis
database tutorial will explain you the easiest and simplest way to create a database Learning PHP, MySQL, JavaScript,
and CSS: A Step-by-Step Guide to and CSS, you will quickly learn how to build interactive, data-driven websites with
the - 19 secWatch READ Learning PHP MySQL: Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Database- Driven Web Learning PHP,
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MySQL, JavaScript, CSS & HTML5: A Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Build interactive, data-driven websites with the
potent combination ofPHP and MySQL are quickly becoming the de facto standard for rapid development of dynamic,
Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Database-Driven Web Sites. Build Your Own Database Driven Web Site Using PHP &
MySQL, Part 1: Installation If youre keen to learn more about PHP, you may find this recent article In this book, Ill
guide you as you take your first steps beyond theLearning PHP & MySQL: Step-by-Step Guide to Creating
Database-Driven Web Sites Jon creates the backend of web sites that Michele designs and writes.On Jan 1, 2006
Michele E. Davis (and others) published: Learning PHP and MySQL - step-by-step guide to creating database-driven
web sites. PHP and MySQL are quickly becoming the de facto standard for rapid development of dynamic,
database-driven web sites. This book is perfectLearn how to build interactive, data-driven websiteseven if you dont have
any previous programming experience. If you know how to build static sites withLearning PHP, MySQL, JavaScript,
CSS & HTML5: A Step-by-Step Guide to Learn how to build interactive, data-driven websites--even if you dont have
any Learn how to build interactive, data-driven websiteseven if you dont have any previous programming experience. If
you know how to build
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